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290, l4:35b) In the past in the reign of Fmpress lfu3>( Tzu-t'ien~Y.F2,

she wanted to collect men's minds, but in appointing men to office did

not use am system of rank. Nevertheless, the responsibility for performance

wa tkane very seriQusly, and the advancement and dismissal of officials was

carried out with resolution. That is what that period was praised for its clarity

in knOWing good men and why for several ages theyv.ere able to get man-, y

good officials in office. Nevertheless, even though the method used by

Empress Wu in recruiting men for office did

damage to simplicity, they still were able to get good men. Whereas the

regulatiol~ under (our?) emperor for the careful selection of officials

have been %X too refined (complex), and we have lost (the change to recruit)

good scholars.

The emperor, in the end, followed his previous edict and did not

implement (these recommendations).

Mr. Uu Chih-tang(~ ~~ said: What LlI Chih said was

simple and easy to use, essential and easy to defend. Te-tsung had

listed (to (permitted) ~ it, but it was later obstructed by criticism.

What a pity!

/
/ ~ ::.- In the Sung dYnasty, during the reign of Jen-tsung (1023-1064), Hang

/~ lJi1z, --
( ,-- .. bpx An-shih submitted a mmlorial which said: The way former kings selected

~ .......// Bfi:btDi: men (for office) required (that it be done) in e vill~~""'"

wrote down (their naes) and reported them to their superiors (to the throne),

(hsiang-tang) and the schools. They had the people selected those people who14:36a .t
\;,'\I\~·~l 'II~~ J were xogRxBaRxXX called the outstanding and able (hsiao-nung), and they

and they investigated to see if they were truly outstanding and able. Only

after that were they appointed officials in accordance with how great their

virtues and talents were. What was called Hinvestigating them" (the

candidates for office) was not only the use of the ears and eyes to gain

knowledge about them, or inquiring privately of one person (about them).



How much the more so for
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this, to BXmaUe test them cbout affairs.
(

Shun, he also did not do any more than tilis.

')1t:t}:&- 290, 14 :36al U you want to find" out <i>nut a man's virtue, inquire

l
about his actions (behavior). If you want to find out about a man's

talent, ask about what he says. And once you have found out a bout his

wo rds and ac t:i ons, then you can tes t him on affai rs • \Vhat is ca lled

Ilinvestigating them (the candidatesHchla Chih~; ) means Xmxl:Ixa just
..1-""'-"

Even when ~peror Yao appointed

lesser types (than him)! If (you have a country) &sxgrexX so great that

it has 9 chou, and as distant as (one that extends to) the four seas,

with thousands of officials and millions of people, then you require large

numbers of talented shih-ta-fu. The person \mo has gained the empire also

is not able to examine them all himself one by one. Also he cannot-
~ entrust all of this to one man and have that person in the space of

one or two days examine and test the behavior and abilities (of the candidates)

and mtJmmtll promote and dismiss them. Once 1 (an emperor) has been a ble to

find someone who is great in talent and action, he should make him a great

14:36b) official, and then have him select others of like type, and take

them and test them to see if they are able or not, and then report this to the

throne. After that, they may be given rank and salary and grade, and that is

all. This is the way to select men for office.

Generally speaking, the talents and virtues of men are high and low,
--- ------------------

thick and thin, and are not the same. The jobs they should be entrusted

with sometimes suit (their talents) and sometimes do not suit them.

argument for

expertise

Former kings knew that this were like this, so they appointed to the post
(under EmP~r~~,n)

of Mi~ter of AgriCUlture (H~~ Ch~~~ man who was knowLedgable

in agriculture. And they appointed as m~nister of industry (kUng-kUng~I )
men who were molddgeable about artisanry. Men who had ample i. virtue and

~
great talents were appoint chief (~ters), While those with little

vittue and l~w talents were made their assistants and subordinates. Andt

also b~ause they were kept on the job a long time, those in top positions



"

were obedient to them and took ease in (were satisfied with) the

on the

) their
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290, 14:36b) became familiar with (experienced in)(~~

instructions (of their superiors). Outstanding men then were able

work and learned about their work; while those in lower positions

[l
in their achievements to became accomplished, while inferior men could

have their crimes (wrongdoing) exposed. For this reason they kept them
record

job a long time and rewliwed their performance on the job • Because it

was done like this, then the scholars of knowledge, ability, talent,

and effort (power) were able to give all their intelligence

and by this means achieve merit. And there was no fear that affairs would
you may .."ant to allow

not be completed or %kaXx achieved. Even though/negligent, lazy and E

careless (slipshod) people to be selected at One time (when necessary,
they?

291, 14:37a) a%xa temporarily), because one would be reviled afterwards for this, how

would they dare not be diligent? And people who were not able would

definitely know that they ,~uld be dismissed and would avoid (seeking office).

,~~~~ The reason \-Ihy people shOUld be kept on the job and in charge of affarrs for---a long time is because they would know that they would not be luckyenough

~·~o escap~ indictment for the crime of not meeting their responsibilities.

They also would not dare falsify things and would Em know that they

shoull resign and avoid (office). HGl then xUx would there be peq> le

who would be partisan (and catholic, Pi-Chou~/~), criticize or flatter, 4ld
•

oompete with one another for advancement? If in selecting men you have

been thorough (in investigating them), and in using them (in office) you

have done what is right (appropriate, fitting), and in placing them you

/:have kept them (on the job) for a long time, and in giving them responsibility

you have also given exclusive (authority) and have not on a casKkJKx case-by-

ease basis (one-by-one) restricted (your officials) with (excessive reliance on)

the law, you will be able to carry out your intentions. This was the
harmonized r-

way Yao and Shun managed their officials and regulated the various skills.;

it "vas by this means, and that was all.
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291, l4:37a) The Book of History says: Every three years x you inspect

an official's record (kaO-Chi*,~~ ), an~ every three inspections (san-kao),

you promote mxxHismtXSXBxitKtxts the intelligent and dismiss the benighted

(~~):1JF'"which speaks to the ~oint.-However, in the time of lao

p[. \31 and Shun the people who were <!ismssed were heard of. The "four evil ones"

~I , qY"''''(SSU-hSiUng? trJ1~ were such. As for" men who were promoted, such

411-Jt.M1 .' men as Kao T'ao?(tp.f~) and lI=-ehi~~ ~pent their whole l=::es

JV' ~~:\1,:5:, ~ a Single official post and were never transferred. What was called

~ ) ~. "promoti~:' (r$ )meant a special increase in rank and salary, and that was

"-~ ~~ ~ This was the way for assigning men (to office).

~ ~") t the present time in selectiIg men for office, we no longer do it

14:378) by this way. And when it comes to appointing them (to a post),

we also do not inquire about what their virtues (talents) are suited for;
dr ~; the time they enterec1govt service

\.,e only ask if their ch'ulsi'( V, \~ :h~~_EHas1l)ax:exioeUmt

m::ltiriJ1CBiQntI!lmrujmBDl~ was earlier or later (than another person). He do

not discuss whether their talents are praiseworthy or not; we only inquire

had a lot of experience in office or not. \oJe take

matters of learning and also put them to work
---------------------

And once we have put them in charge of~ manag1ng financial affairs.
. I

~
""JlJ,.(/'-7 financial affairs, then we transfer them and put them in charge of

W'"' ~ / criminal affairs (prisons). After \ve have put them in charge of criminal
e:-----...

affairs, then we again transfer them and put them in <barge of rites. ~Vhat

not enough
/ time on t he this means is that we take a single man and put him in charge of matters

job or
specialization that a hundred officials are supposed to be able to take care of.
--- ------- ----_._.- -

This is difficult for a man of talent to do. If we put a man in charge

of something that he finds difficult to do, then there will be few men

who are able to do it. And if there are few men who are able to do it,

then men \Vill influence each other not mm to do it. Therefore if we

Iput such men in charge of rites, they will never be concerned about the

! fact that they know nothing about rites, and thiS is because those people
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~ 291, 14:37b) who are in charge of rites at the present time have never

studied rites. And we put men in charge of criminal matters wihhout

\ \\ ev~r.concerning ourselves about the fact that they know nothing of

crl.m;Lnal matters, and this is because those people in charge of criminal

matters at the present time have never studied criminal affairs. The

people in the empire have also gradually became steeped (soaked) in RXXDXX

erroneous teachings and they have succumbed to established custom. They

14:38a) (

see that tkBx when the court makes appointments it is done without regard

to qualifications or order, so that they criticize and attack one another.

When it gets to the point that appoinbBents to office are not appropriate
-_.. - ...._--_.-------

to men's talents, there will oyer be people who commit mistakes (who criticize

this?). Moreover, if people who do occupy positions are transferred
c

frequently, then they will not be able to serve long periods of time in

office. For this reason those in high posts will not be able to gain

(

\

experience and learn about their tasks, while those in low positions will

not be willing to follow (orders) and be obedient (to instructions) and

be at ease in (following) instructions. In the case of outstanding men, tileir

merits will not get to the point where they can achieve results, and in

the case of inferior men, their wrongdoing will never be exposed. Too mcuh
--- ~------ .~-_. ------

\

effort will be wasted in greeting new officials and in sending off old ones

./ (~:l1r#t~t..~, and there will be the evil of having to carryover

written records and of haVing to cut them off (stop them). Indeed, these

small injuries (annoyances) are too numerous to mention. When you appoint

officials to office, they should be kept on the job a long time, and when--_.._-_.__._------------_.
the territory under their jurisdiction is far away or when their responsibilities

are important, then such officials should be kept on the job even longer.-
And later on you can hold them responsible for what they have done. But

at the present tim~ we do not keep them on thejob as officials for a

long time and frequently transfer them after only a few months' service.-
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291, 14:38a) If in selecting men you are not thorough, and in appointing

them to office you 11 «0 not appoint them to a post aprpropriate ttl 0 their

talents, and in placing them you do not keep them on the job for along

period of time, then when it comes to assigning them responsibility you

also do not give them exclusive authority but also restrict them on a
there will be no one who will not

case-by-case basis with the law, then~ becOme lax and slipshod(

ami From a ncient times to the present there has never been anyone who

was able to govern well if good people were not occupying offtcial positions

and (the ruler) only relied on the law in order to govern (the state).

He also said: At the presnent time those sons and younger brothers who

are b~~being chosen (for office) are~ot taught ethics and the arts

( toye, ~ ) in t he schools, and they are not examined nr tes ted on

~ ------their talents or abilities by the officials agencies. Their fathers and

elder brothers do not guarantee or take responsibility for their behavior
-----------------------------

yet the court is qUick to appoint them to office and entrust them with

affairs. King Wu of the Chou in talking cbout the crime of Chou~T )

(of the Shang) said: "You should XJllll make men officials on an hereditary

basis." (kuan-jen i shih ~~IA.~ ). But if you appoint men to

and

~ behavior, then this is the way by which Chou created confusion and

destruction and the reason why the world was not well governed. At the

present time outside of the regular official, the court has defin±eely

placed them? outside (the realm) of honesty and shame and has limited
'" ..;,

xHEix the route to advangement and selection (for office). The only
rule over

jobs they are given is work at the chou or hsien level where they govern

)
(manage the scholars m d the people. Hww is this what is said to be

gmt using outstandigg (worthy) men to govern~ lesser men? In

------

).

\ ancient times they made a distinction between the worthy am tile worthless
,-z. ..~

and they made no distinctions of rank (p'in-liu yUlI~~ Therefore such

sages as Confucius were appointed officials. (Han, Ill, 133, in charge of

cocounts?). Even though they were clerks, still the~ was nothing preventing



292, 14:39a) them from becoming

-99-

t(tv~r5~1v
and officials. But in later

l4:39b)

ages they had (created) the distinctions of rank (liu-plin), so that those

people who were outside the regular ranks, in terms of what they x could

\

accomplish, were definitely and naturally placed outSide the realm of

honest¥Jl.nd shame (they were not regarded as honorable), and they had not

intention of ever becoming high personages. Because customs in recent ages

has fallen to low levels (become reckless: liU-mi~L~' naturall;

even shih-ta-fu of talent and power sufficient to be advanced and selected

Ifor office and who ought to have been encouraged by the state and treated

with respect, as old men in their declining years wander around XB8 in

fear practicing deceit (trickery). How much worse are those men who in

quality have no thought of becoming highly respected h(positioned) men,

and with regard to 'vhom the court places them beyond the bounds of honor

and shame (tespect) and limits their chances for gaining office? They

follow after others in order to get close to a job; they are irres~oniible

and flattering. Indeed it1s so bad it canlt be discussed.

--. In the time of Jen-tsung, Ssu-ma Kuang(:g~~) submitted a

memorial (shang-so) which said: Since ancient times, there has never

been a greater time for obJ2ning worthy men thab the time of Tl ang and Yu
( )

(Yao and Shun). Ibm chi w charge of spreading seeds (agriculture)

and ? I(~) "':e..charge of the mountains and foratts. (* )
was the kung-kung?'(minister of industry); Lung( ~iJ )was in charge

of remonstranli.(na-ye~~t~;Chi(~) taught the five virtues;

lfbm Keo Tao~~ clarif ied punisbments; Po-i([BA) was in charge of

rites; Hou Chi.%~ was in charge of music. Each of them held a single

official post and for their whole lives were never transferred (changed).

But at the present time the material we have for officials definitely is

not to be compared with thes~ yet we put them to work ain all

the official posts held by thase 8 men (sages). Those furthest away

. Ahold their posts for =hree y~rs, and those~est (to the capital)? hold

~ I their posts for several mo~hs, and then they are suddenly changed.
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292, 14:39b). There is certainly no hope that the affairs of the post

can be handled and tasks can be achieved if things are done this way.
Even though
Xi you have reverent and respectful officials who devote all their minds

fee lings of the
and power to the handling of their jobs, if the/people are not at harmony,

and if a record of accomplishment is not made manifest, those above (such

\

officials) will doubt them, those in t he same rank as they will be jealous

ef them, and those below them will resent them. At such a time if the

court perhaps on the basis of popular opinion punishes them, then these

reverent and respectful

up about it: chieh-t1i,
L-

boast about themselves,

men could not help but be divided in heart(broken

haech'e~U: The wily and deceitliul o~cialS
make a big hubbub with the mass of the people,

cultivate aasociates in order to earn a reputation.~ They

are not long in office before their reputations spread to the four corners

of the empire, but they pile up troubles and accumulate evils and

people could not help but compete with one another for advancement (into

reward them on the basis of mass opinion, then the deceitDul and wily

The name of things is gained, but not the reality. Men

If rewards are given on the basis of literary (skill), then throughout

held responsible for letters, but not for meaning (true meaning, intent) •
...----::::::- ,.....---.

if rewards are given on the basis of reputation, then throughout

the empire men will adorn their reputations in a search for (rewards for)

office). That is why if things are like that, that the loss is suffered
~~------

bequeath them to later people. At such a time if the court were perhaps to

\

1 merit.

the empire people will become skilled at writing in order to avoid (punishm~

for crime. (sounds like the legal profession in the US)

~C_h_'_i_u_Ch_u-l'r( h_.~) said: The two statements that Ssu-rna Kuang

made about x cho~gI~n on the basis of reputation and not fact

and bmlding men responsible for writing but not meaning (intent) really

hit the mark about the ~~ evils of ]a ter ages (after the period of sage

antiquity). If rulers in appointing men to office (using men) really are
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~

292, 14:40a) able to give them exclusive responsibility and keep

them on the job for a long time, then he will be able to cb tain talented

men from among~ each of them and get the most out of employing
,

them. Also, the cirit1cism and praise of peopee (about officials) after

all a long time will also become settled (defined). Therefore, even though

appointment is based on reputation (name), yet still officials can be

held responsible for fact (true performance). And even though men are

appointed to office on the basis of writing, yet still one can search for

true meaning. Thus the appointment~ or non-appointment

of men will be done write and punishBents and rewards will» be faar and just.

-12\-h I~
--. In the time of Shen-tsung( 1 'T ~(/) (1068-86), the chien-chl' a

-'-"? l~f~ f-- .4-t2- '\3Lr:=
li-hsing(~W~1J) ,~eng HaoVJ~.~__ ) memorialized: IIThose people

who deliberate on the management (of government a§fairs) in the world today

all know that if you obtain outstanding men (for office), then the empire

will be well governed, but they do not know the way by which outstanding
. t;; \f&l ~ ,I

men are produced (called forth, evoked). (chih-hs1en chih tao ~~~).

This is because even though there are a lot of opinions about this, they

have not got to the essence (essentials) of the matter. Also because the

court regards it as difficult to implement, it does not do it.

In the three agets (dynasties) of antiquity the cultivation of outstaDing

men had to be based on learning (hsUeh). Moral transformation was carried-
out from it (because of learning), and the way of governance arose from

this (learning). This dynasty has followed. the old (customs) of the T'ang

dynasty, but the -,,,.lection of the kuan-ko4~ ~) and Ch'ingUU::;-~~;>
have stopped with (have only been regarded as) posts where writing (let~ers

-'

munja) (are reqUired) and name and fact ~~wkK~ have not been f rectified.

If you want to elicit outsaanding men and nurture talented men so that

14:40b) they may help the times and assist in bnoral transformation, but how

will~ we be able to follow along and do it? (produce such men).
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292, 14:40b) I have observed the outstanding (PFominent$) kings of

past times and the way in which they humbled themselves and sought for

(the right way) to govern (hsU-chi ch'iu-chih !f-i/fi.) f!$' iJL ).
When did they ever not exhaust (completely use up) the talent (available)

throughout the world as a means of perfecting their own virtue? For

that reason it was said: "Great Shun bad great (men?-t.'¢1~1:.-j*-,
Goodness he shared with others and happiness (enjoyment) he took from others

4nd he regarded this as good!? 'tfJ!. A. \:~L >!:~j~ ,,() \ti~~ )"
But how is it that there aee so few outstanding men among the

(

great (persons) of the empire today? And how is it that the court has

J
~ no place for

1\ for the slow

the cultivation of outstanding men by which it could aLlow
how much

investigation of/talent and true ability people have and

(on that basis) either advance them (in ffice) or dismiss them? I would

like to request that the couriestabliSh ';; Yen.Y1ng-yUan(~~r3i-:Hall

\

for Inviting the Brave) :: invite the outstanding people fll) m the four

quarters of the empire to discuss publicly the selec~on of men for office.

xaR The outstanding men who are hidden away in the caves of the mountains
r

appoint them to office too qUickly , but just grant them titles by means

-o-f-a-n-i-m-pe-r1-'a-l-e-d-i-c-t-.--If-t-~--~~~~dQQf" government affair£t Mv;.)

and prOVide them with rank and salary (emoluments) • 've should not
..------

then , lcr"entrust them with drawing up detailed reguli:ions (yu cheng-chih

tzu wei chih hsiang-ting '\VJ.:~~~I11D~ 11t- ), and if
(A~ ~~ c' ~ ~ _-~ _~ I .l'--/

~~piitD~~~~~mtet~~~&e:ie-(tien-Ii ~/f--Ll t then entrust them with

discussion (let them make recommendations ~~~. lii.~s) and let them

submit memorials o~ ethic~s so t may be able to learn

anJstudy (~lior; controllin nfusion (rebellion) (chih-lan ~i~I tX.;,
We could have many of our people live with them so that they would together

1 be able to pm~ cut and pilish (their virtue, their characters) every day
J

and exhaust their talents and carry out their will. And have the people
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jj t Cheng Hao

}- /1Ij~~2. l4:40b) in government (cheng-fu) and the officials who wait in

attendance on the throne (chin-shih chih ch'e'2'11_1~~~vemutual contact

with them. And when officials are in attandance on the throne, su;mon

them to respond to imperial statements. Then we would be able to see

293, 14:41a) what their knowedge, talents and abilit¥es were with regard

to the way of government (governare). After several years have bone by

\ \

-and the quality of the people becomes even more distinguishable, only then

should we appoint the oustanding people to SitXEK positions. Ap~ the

outstanding ones to posts. Either entrust them with a magistracy of

a chUn or hsien, or have them be teachers to the scholars. If their

virtue and performance is even more outstanding, then gradually advance th~

to~oS:_,'~f,hiSh ..ioister (slwai-ch' eo~il.- ) or bllreau chief

(chih-ssu ~~1j ), or make theD1it~V~erLto the throne

(paopll' i~~9' or high ..inis ters (ku~.'1J7ng). And ;!'ere will be

none who are not suited (for their positions).¥ If things are done like

thiS, then (all good people) will be induced to come forth and will advance

(be put into office), and there will be no outstanding men who are abandoned

in the fi. elds (countrysid e).

Y·~
-Review of official performance (\uo-chi;17 ~~ ) .

- Acc::ing to the Statutes of S~un(Shun-tien(~ffi :vbaper in Shu-ching)
ft '~ /'

every three years they had a review of official performance (kao-chi),

and every three such reviews (san-kao) t~;r promoted the intelligent and

dismissed the ignor~ot (~~#JBj;t ). aod all (good) records

were illuminated. ( ~\ 1R~r~yB -:::1 l~
--. In the Chou-1i,iK the chung-tsai( \~ ~ ) at the end

of the year would have all the officials and bureaus each put their

affairs in order ae~ur0:=:t~s (shoo chi bui~it~)(Oote.
hui means ta-chi"A..~l :Cb:CotlftES-}. He would review their pierofmance

and report to the king, requesting that they either be dismissed or keptm»

on the job. Every three yeraDt's there would be agt'and review (ta-chi *--~t
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-review of official performance (Chou)

293, 14:41a) of the performance of all officials who would either be

punished or rewarded. (note: Cheng HSUan(~ ~ > said: If they

were without any out~tanding merit, they wuld tiefiritely be punished

(for crime)a, or if they had performed outstanding merit, thep definitely

"'uld be rewarded. Cheng ssu-neng~:f)t> said that a review of

performance (kao-chi) would be held after three years.)(end nate)

The Shao-tsaiVJ,\ :?F )asKisted the chung-tsai in reviewing
I on their performance

records at the end of the year, and he would judge officials/with regard
being good f]i;, ).:;

to six criteria. Th~ir~st[was called: ERKkibPtH (/~ ~), th/f;ese~dond

was called ability (~~~ ),the third waS called seriousne.ss ( 0" ),

R/ll\Y r- ~ ~,WI.

the fourth was called rectitll$le( if), the fifth was called law( iii; ..-y ),
U1.)e- ,,- , (ff.~

and the sixth was called Judgemen W1Ji.i,~)~ ). (note: In judging offic~als

on these six matters, they took as t~~ 'bJs;J for jUdgm.:,~ pUrity (lien ~ ).
\.J- kl ~ 1* I

Being good (shan *- )means to do affairs wE1Q.. Ability means to carry
\~ attentivesness ~~

out aX government orders. Serl.ousness (ching)~~s not to abandone one's

----post. Rectitude (cheng ,I~ ) means to act without partiality or
"~ ~

corruption..};~.Law1t'la> means to maintain the laws without error. And
oM ~\f)jMlfl ~
judgment (Pienl,j') .1 ) means not to be confused (in "",k:lng decisicn s ) • )(end note

--. According to Han dynasty law, the i-ch'ien-shih( ::--th )
officials were investigated on the basis of six items. At the end of

the year a memorial would be submitted znd they would be promoted or

-"Iii?? @
demoted (ch~nch'o{1'\~ ~a:. o~

-. In the reign of Wu-ti, Tung Chung-shu(~l't~ )
responded to a policy question saying: what was called 'meritorious" in

ancient times me nt that officials were ranked (differentiated) x

according to whether they met their responsibilities as officials

and not simply (as a reward for) the length of time spent in office.
----=--=--------------~---~--=------

~
Therefore, if a man was of small talent, even though he might have

served for a long time in office, he (was notwle) to advance beyond a low post.
(small)
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293. l4:41b) And even though an outstanding man of t&ent had not

I
been on the job for a long time, there was no obstacle to his becoming

a major assistant (to the throne) This is the reason why the YU-SsU(~ i3l
officials?) exerted all their effort and knoWledge in striving to do

their job, and why they were able toachieve merit. As for the present time,

it is not this way. Men are selected ax for noble (status, posts) on

the basis of time spent (in office), and are appointed to office on

the basis of longeVity of service. It is for this reason that honesty

and a sense of shame are in confusion and why the outstanding and worthless

men are mixed together so that it is not possible to get the true (best)

people.

Mr. Hu (,kt! ~Chih-tang?)0 said:
major

There are threeu/reasons why

the governments of later ages were not able to attain (the heights) of

/" IlL ,,~ ancient times. The rulers in selecting scholar. and appointing peop.le to
(ijq~,~,~~) and in giving them official responsibili~es (ch'wisa, yonglin, imgwan)
~ ~ office,have not modelled themselves after former kings. In selecting

scholars for office, there is no better way than to have the local

'/viHages selec." and recommend people ~hsiang-dill a-hsUan ~~f~~ ).
l4:42a) and there is no worse way than to make literar style-l,composition) a

standard (for selection. In employing men (inoffice) there is nothing better

than appointing a man to a post in accordance,with the man (his abilities?)

(

" and there is nothing worse than to employ a man UxDl for something in

which he does not excello In appointing a man to a post, nothing is better

than keeping him (on the job) for a long tine without moving him, and

nothing is worse than transferring him for no reason. As for those things

which are the best to do, the ancient all did them. As for those things

which are the worst to do, the people of later times all followed them.

Since the Han and Wei dynasties what Tung (Chung-shu) said was right
...,..----

has not again been done, while what he said was not right has been done

treen morex and have become standard practice. The way of shame and honor

has been lost; the ignorant and worthless men reside (sit) in positions above men;

bow can one calculate tba harm that is dome to the people?
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293, 14:42a) Definitely.t we should emulate the example of former kings

and completely rectify old evils (ftom the past). If enlightened kings and

outstanding ministers carry this out with resolution, then we should

perhaps be able to obtain outstanding and talented men from the forests

and market places of the cetner (capital) and provinces. And it will

produce kings who are like Yao and Shun and customs whDch are the

equivalent of those of Ch'eng-wang and Kang-wang of the Chou dynasty.
~-J::;;

(note: ch'iu ChUn( j1.. ~!ri"=.J said: "\~lhat is called~
~nd . @"

aCCUl1llula ted timelUi long years of service on the job being recognized
~_.

, personnel officI
as meritorious is also indicated by the Chou dynasty practice of the ssu-shih

/ ~ ;:;)-/-
L providing food (emoluments) to ogicials with long service. However, ~..L

ability, and only then would he provide (extra) food to the man in

a basis for appointing eeople to office, so that they did not restore

)

in rank.

the basis

with his

---But in later ages, time on the job was used

------

recognition of his long service.

axxam as a basis for granting nobility and a long record was used fmx as
~.

a~xkibefore the ssu~shih (personnel officer~Jc

recommended a man to the king, first he had to recommend a raise

for him onthe basis of the man's virtue, and a rais~n salary on

of meritorious performance, and assignment of ::::t~~ line.

the system of investigating a manls virtue.mE Meritorious accomplishments

and ability was deteDmined only on the basis of

~ whether one man had been recruited into service on a date

,,/ prior to someone else or not. If you recruit men for office on the basis

14:42b) of this, then it is difficult to exp~ that-%kexexwittxwe honesty and

a sense of shame will not be thrown into confusion or that the worthy
-:-----

and the worthless will not be mixed together. Nevertheless, ta because

of the vast size of the empire and the large number of official posts, it

is absolutely impossible that you can distinguish what man fits what post

in every instance just on the basis of time spent (in service).
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end

the

293, l4:42b) You should establish a method for the review of official performance;

abd fran ammng those who have accumulated a lot of time in service, you should
categories for those who

distinguish ~XHka are Virtuous, meritorious and a~ able, and then

all the talented people will naturally attain a fixed rank. and outstanding

men of intelligence will not be confined to (the restraints) of a ranking

system.. As Tung Chun-ghu wrote in his policy recommendation, even though-- ----
l

a man of small talent has accumula. ted much time in service, he would not

be promoted beyonu the level of a smaiX unimportant ~E+ post, while

a talented man, even though he had not served for a long time, would not be

hinmred from becoming a high minister to the throne. If things were done

like thiS, then the people would know what it took to get promoted and rise

(in the world), and there would be none who would not exert all their strength

and use up all their intelligence in striving to do their jobs well and

accumulated merit, and honesty and a sease of shame would not be thrown

into confusion and the worthy and unworthy would not be mixed together, and

the government affairs of the state would in all cases be wetl taken care of.)(

note) (end of Chl·u Chlin's not"
----------~- ::EJ ..

\~en H~uan-ti( 1f1 ~) first assumed personal rule(73-48 Be), from

prime minister 0~0J6, each official was assigned a )ob and memor~alized
on affairs. \~en the man's words were reported to the throne, he was

examined and tested on his merit and ability. If the Shih-Chung(4!~\~ )

of Shang-shu( J"1,r ) were deemed meritorious, they wwld be promoted, and

if they did an exceptionally good job, they were given a generous reward.

If the,i-Ch'ien-shih~~~~ ) did will in theiraiministrative duties,

they ¥Quld be given a sealed letter (from the emperor) as further encouragesant,

and if a vacancy occurred in a hig~niS~rial position (kung or ching),

they would select (one of the i-ch'ien-shih) in the order of their merit.

Also the emperor ordered the chUn (commanderies) and kuo (kingdoms)

every year to report on the prisoners who were incarc~ated, punished and

killed and what their crimes were, and also to redammend ch'eng-hsiang(~c ~~
and yU-shih( ~tr t) L L_-, __ ~__ ;::;--
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293, 14:42b) and yIl-shih( 11fi. )for promotion or demotion.

-294, 14:43a) In the first year of the Huan-lung year period (49BC)

an imperial edict decreed: When yearly reports and accounts are submitted,

people just submit documents (in a formal way) and that is all.~ They

seek to deceive aJ!!atxD me in order to avoid tkemxmDBKpJmlmitBrilkIDtigg

investigation. Becaus& the san-kung (three high oficials) re ve not

been concerned about this, who am I going to hold responsible for this?

I
:The Yu-shih will investigate the yearly reports to

points. They will investigate anything that is not

check questionable

ina accordance with

the facts and make sure that there is no confusion between what is

ture and what is false.

-. YUan-ti (48-32 BC) summoned the capital officials to court because-
of natual disasters that had occured. They replied, s4'ing: Because

the emperors of ancient times recommended outstanding men (for office)
~

on the basis O~ll things were taansformed (influenced by iirtue)

and gBB8xBmeRaXWBMBKaEKtRVaB things were accomplished and good omens

appeared. But in an age of decline, because men were chosen on the basis

of whether they had been slandered (criticized) or prai~ed Qr ?ot, good---
achievements were destroyed and this caused bad omens and natural disasters

to occur" The Emperor then ordered the officials to devise a system

for review of official performance, but the officials close to the thDone

ot able to carry it out.disliked this

--. According to the systam of the Eastern Han dynasty, t~e ttai:-wei<-h.$1)

was in charge of military affairs for the four corners of the empire

and investigation of merit (on the part of office~s). At the end of

the year they would memorialize recommendations for promotion or demotion

(ch~nchtpe) and carry out rewards and punishments. (note: In the Han

II A.. dynasty, the ttai-wei, ssu-tu(~ '1."1if __ ) and ssu-kung(~ 0 )were
I 1[\' 't j' J4;;:/ '(J 'I - v::J --c..

rr,~,vJ"'1 >1 {._ ~(tJW' !the san-kung( 2.. ~ Hend note)

1J. t4:43b) __ • In the time of WU-ti of the Chin dynasty (265-290 ~),__~ yu(~1~)
t~t~L1i~~ ~
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'1 294, 14: 43b) received an edict from the emperor to conduct an investigation

[ and recommend promotions and dismissals. In short, he said: In ancient

times they set up official posts and distinguished between jobs (differentiatedor' _______

jobs) and on this basis granted rank and salary, and they widely promulgated

the six_ co~:s Uiu-tien/,~ )~~ made detailed investigations (of

the performance of officials). evertheless, they still relied on the

assistance of intalligent and sap.pior men to make broad inquiries and

inV~i ations and to memorialize and speak of what (they found out).

When it came to the period of decline they were not able to record matters

( xtend their investggations) throughout the distant parts (of the empire?)

and in searching for the details of things, they doubted what \l1as in

men's minds and gx trusted in what they heard and saw, or they doubted

what they heard and say and trusted in written documents. Written documents

became even more complicated (troublesome), and the officials then became

more devious (they falsified the wutten documents even more). Although
~

the laws were clearer, trickery and decpption became more numerous.

As for the '~i fam1ly (dynasty), in donducting investigations of official

performance (~k'~~~~' it was entrusted to the capital bureaus>

(Ching-pang~.~ ), and the written re8ulations for thiS were very

detailed. Nevertheless, they erred on the side of excessive burdensomeness

and detail and the basis structure (of the system) was eronneous. For
~--

that reasons, throughout the generations they \vereD not able to penetrate

through (the system to achieve results). Thea best system would be to
the ancient system

adopt :tkxX of Tl ang ami Yao (Dnperor Yao) and adopt the most important

things while abandoning the small and inconsequential matters,
what is excessively detai. led

to abandon t:lmX«R1Qctb; and adopt what is simple and entrust to the high

officials the task of evaluating those officials under their jurttdictjDn.
man

After a man has held a post for a year, then every year the UK who axe is

the best~ (in their records) will be recommended to be Shang-ti(Jt-~

and the one man \l1ho is the worst will be the hSia-tirr~ ), and

in accordance with the investigation of their perfOrIDaA2, their names will be
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and the man in charge will collect all the records, and those

294, l4:43b) reported to the throne. This will be done fo 6 years)
~
people who

have been given superior recommendations for the six year period will

be summonted and appointed to office, while those who have been ranked

14: 44al_inferior..E0th~-Yearperiod will be recomnended for diSmissal;,

Those who have many superior evaluations and only a few inferior ones

will be appointed to office, while those with many inferior evaluations

and BlKlQt few superior ones will be transferred to t he left (demotEid?).

If among (the officials) there are those whose evaluations are not equal

and \vhose quality is difficult to judge, then the man in charge will-.._--------
make an evaluation and comparison of them and either raise or lower them

office, rank). He should not bend (things?9) but do everything in
------

accordance with law. (?) Anybody who assigns superior or inferior
~-~

evaluations on the basis of personal feelings and does not do it fairly

ought to be turned over to the chi=u("@..6) )for :mpeaclunent. If

those above and below openly allow mistakes to be perpetrated(conveyed),

this would constitute a serious violation of pure speech (chling-i), and

even though you had the kao-kle (evluation) method, it still would be of

no benefit. (i.e., system would only work if true evaluations were

made by superior officials).

Hsiao-wen-ti of the ~Uan-Wei (origiaal Wi) (N. Wei? 471-500) ordered'___---_-.J -
a review of official performance (kao-ch!) every theee y~rs in wblth

officials were promoted or dismissed. Each of the tslao (ministries) was

ordered to evaluate subordinates as superior or inferior in three grades.
Then (further subdivided)
~hey took the two grades of superior and inferior and/divided them into

three. (note: Both the superior and inferior grades were~

\1
subdivided into three grades)(end note). The Sbang-shU(l~ ) conducted

an investigation of all officials of rank 6 and belo\v, whLle the emperor

'together with the high ministers (kung, ching) personally discussed (questioned?)

f k 5 d Those who rece~Ted and upper-upper rating wereofficials 0 ran an up. - -
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294, l4:44a) were transfered (promoted), While those who received a

lower-lower rating were dismissed. Those in between were kept in their

old posts. Therefore, the emperor personnally went to court and
x¥XlIlblXt¥ said

promoted and dismissed the offidials and saX« to the shang-shu, if
(the officials?)
~H have not recommended the right men x or have selected the wrong man,

or advanced the worthy and dismissed the unworthy, then either dismiss them

l4:44b) or cut their salaries by degrees.

--. In the time of Hsiao-ming-ti (5~28l.? TS:~r.HUn::(~ made

a proposal whtbh said: In my opinion when a king appoints officials he

searches for men of talent and employs them on the basis of their

capcity. He dismisses the dull and promoted the intelligent (bright); he

lifts up the pure and gets rid of the muddy. Therefore those officials

who have accumulated resulsts and are able at the end of every year are

pran oted. Hm·, woo ld he tes tmct tbem to one rank or a half a grade and

keep~em in the same rank as ordinary officials? Since the ching-ming period

(HsUan-\vu-ti, 500-504), the rvvaew of official perfonnance was done
c=::z::- c

l/ / once every three years and ever 10 000 meg ,yere changed by one rank,
/

whether noble or base, capital or provincial (official). If an official

Al~~ h had not committed a crime, nobody botthered to ask if he were outstandi~

~D~,,MWiJ'\l- _o_r_s_t_u_P_i_d_(b_r_i_g_h_t_o_r_dUID_b_),~and there were none of them who 'vere not given

(;\/ W \ a superior of middle rating. Both the talented and the worthless rubbed

would definitely be JCD included together with the ordim ry

elbows with one another and received the same pDmotions. Even though a manls

!
\I ..--l-f-.,S

conduct of office ,...ere as good as that of (~ tZJ--) or «(jfj ~U ),, ~ *M
a Confucian scholar like ang Yung? ( f. ~l1; ) or Cheng

he would get a single share and a single inch (worth

or even if he were

(

Hs"uan( lr ~).
of promotidn?) and

officials. The Ministry of Personnel (Hsuan-tslao) also repressed everybody

retune

into a single category and neve7 ~de any e~aluations. If the drum and pipes
--- - ~ \~~~
are not tuned, you change em and a~~~in·-streY.hh them out ( -1\

:t;:F ~J.. ~ ~ --::Jh ---:- ~ ~ 'P.. /
~j;,rj.. •..J'" 1~~7C..-~

them), So even th h b . h ~d t/~oug r1g t e icts have been promulgated, they still bevex to
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294, l4:44b) be adjusted (SOSik~ ~~)."

...~--------
They have never received any higher

officials, officials of rank 9 and above are evaluated in tenas of 9 grades.

assigned KIlO no more than

In my opinion the 9 grades that wereevaluation than an upper-lower grade.

was not accepted.

--. In the time of T'ai-tsung of the Tl ang dynasty Ma ChOU(~ I~ )
submitted a memorial, \..bich said: At the present time among the ranked

~5, 14:45a), but in recent years they have been
/ a ~iddle-up.per

t;I JDiJUti:KXRmbaqqlJlx grade ratings.

established were for the accurate rating of todayls officials; they

definitely were not to be applied to officials of a different age. Even

if there were not good men at court, yet still among those who currently

are at court (in officialdom), those who are graded as the best ought

to be given a superior grade rating. How could we allow all the scholars of
____ - 7

the dynasty (court) not receive any higher rating than an upper-lower? If

- -the court only punishes a single bad man (official), it can thereby give

warning to all bad men, and if it rewards a single good man, it is sufficient

thereby to give encouragement to all good men. In my opinion every year we
the best one or two

~ ought to select ti'ulDm men who are most skilled in administration throughout
I -

the empire and given them an upper-u er rating, and make the next best

V upper-middle, and the next best upper-lower, and then all those who are
,---
middling or better will be encouraged.

--. Liu Ch~h(~J~w~e an opinion which said: In ancient times, the

Duke of Chou put ({tl~ )in charge of the state of Lu( ). After three

Chou said: Why such a delay?

years passed, he reported on the state of the government. The Dukeof

Po ? (fl3~) said: It was a difficult malIter

and that was the reason for the delay.to change their rites and lustoms,

~U'IWhen(Kang?)Tlai-kung (~L\' ) was in charge of affairs in Ch'i, after
. ~

3 months he reportedon government affairs, and the Duke of Chou asked him:

Why so fast? He replied: I just followed their customs and kept their

14:45b) rites simple. It was easy.1I Thus Confucius~ commented on this, saying:
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295, 14:45b) If the state of Ch'i changes once, it becomes the state of

ill, and if the state of Lti changes, it becomes close to the (true) Way.

~R£KKKRxmf Therefore those who say that the effort (it takes to do this?)

is not much are those whose control (governance) is not thorough; those

who have not accumulated merit are those whose benevolence is not deep.

Therefore, Yao and Shun would investigate (the performance of their

officials) after three years, and after three such rviiews they would

either promote or dismiss people, and it was for this reason that they

were able to exhaust peoplels intelligence and skills. But in recent

ages, in some times they may conduct an evaluation of offic~ performance

after a year, or may conduct promotions and dismissals after four such
~.

evaluations, or might conduct ev~ year a hunting trip (on \~ich the--
emperor inquires about officials), or might every year conveniently

switch officials around, or might promotepeople after a week or a month.

7?

Today a man is appointed Village magistrate, and tomorrow within his

~---
jurisdiction if there is a man who has violated name and righteousness,

he is immediately punish~~for crim~e. Is thiS not indeed ~ too fast?

--. At the beginning of the Sung dynasty, they followed the old precedents---of the end of the Tl ang dynasty. Both civil and military councilors who

attended court (ts lang-tsan-kuan~.~4..~ each had a deadli,?e of a month., rli; -l~ --,
to conduct the business of his ministry (agency), and when the evaluation

(time deadline) vas up, then the man \'1as immediately transferred (promoted).------------ )

Tlai-tsu said that this system was not the way to hold an official responsible

for the actual performa~ce of his duties in accordance with his name

and he abolished the system of appointedg and transferring officials

specific time deadline (limit). He established the Shen-kuan-yUan

Official Review ~~~~ ) in order to examine

(kaO-kle~~~ posts in the capital and provinces. The

officials of the cppital were summoned by the emperor to respond to questions

\- after a

l (Office of

and review

and to be investigated. If they had no redard of accomplishment, they

were not allowed to advance in rank. After thiS, they established the law
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year ), they could not obtain a review.,

. --Ie--
295, l4:45b) reviewing and ranking officials (kao-ti chih fa~~~~ ).

14:46a) Those men who were selected f~ capital and provincial posts every

year were reviewed one time. If they were lacking any days (fora a full

After three reviews (san-kao) if
their record was

they were not selected, then after another year x8KJ were written down.ax

and this was regarded as the 4th review year, and their past

record, which had already been written down, could not be taken seriously.

(they were judged on their performance in the pl.st year?).

_a. In the ttme of Jen-tsung (1023-64), Ssu-ma Kuang submitted a memorial

which said: In the essentials of governance, there is nothing that comes

before the utilization of men (employmemt of men), but it s is difficult

even for a sage to know men (know what men are really like). Thereofre

if you seek good men on the basis of whether they have been criticized

or lionized (praised), then those who love and hate will compete to advance

, --while the good and the bad~ will be confused and mixed together. If

you e va luate then this will give rise to deceit and

rrickery and truth and falsity will be mutually obsc~red. To preserve
------- -------

the root of what is essential depends on being most fai~d clear, and

that isall. The ruler should ask questions of these people and make his decision
------------~"--

and he should have each head official review his own subordinates while

the prime minister takes charge of it all. If the sonf-Heaven decides

on rewards and punishments, then how will there be any trouble or ~ifficulty

to it?


